Dear Parents,

The latest research on learning indicates that student achievement is best brought about by: 1) direct instruction; and 2) follow-up tutoring. As your child’s teacher, I provide instruction and tutoring in the classroom on a daily basis. However, there are times when additional tutoring is needed.

To help me help your child, I would like to know if you can provide some follow-up tutoring at home when necessary.

DIRECTIONS: Please check one response next to each subject. (I realize that job demands and the responsibilities of maintaining large families can sometimes limit the amount of help you can offer. Don’t feel bad if you have to check the last column.)

READING  ___ willing and able  ___ willing to try  ___ not able at this time
WRITING  ___ willing and able  ___ willing to try  ___ not able at this time
SPELLING ___ willing and able  ___ willing to try  ___ not able at this time
MATH ___ willing and able  ___ willing to try  ___ not able at this time
SCIENCE ___ willing and able  ___ willing to try  ___ not able at this time
SOCIAL STUDIES ___ willing and able  ___ willing to try  ___ not able at this time

Thank you for taking the time to fill out this survey and for sending it back to school. Education works best when everyone works together.

Sincerely,

Student: ___________________________  Parent: ___________________________